1 10 -9 10 -9 10 26 150 1.5 10 7 Solar center 1 10 -8 7 10 -9 6 10 23 1 4 10 6 Solar convective zone 40 10 -4 10 14 10 4 Solar atmosphere 10 7 0.2 10 9 10 6 Solar corona 10 8 10 3 1 10 4 Interstellar gas 10 6 10 -3 10 15 10 8 thermonuclear reactor (cm) a 0 (cm) n(cm -3 ) (g/cm 3) T(K) Concept of « shielding » only valid if there are many particles in a Debye sphere, i.e. if NOTE: In astro papers, the plasma parameter Λ is defined differently, as Λ=1/(4πn 0 λ D ), i.e., the inverse of the Λ defined here. Therefore, in astro papers, Λ<<1 will be used to characterize a weakly coupled plasma! i.e. computation of higher order moments of the Boltzmann equation, which allows a more direct evaluation of physical quantities of interest.
The main advantage over the Chapman & Cowling method is that it provides a more convenient way for handling multicomponent gases.
In the limit where collisions are very frequent and the temperatures of the various species are the same (collision-dominated plasma) the two methods are equivalent. Two theories: -Chapman-Enskog -Burgers Chapman-Cowling = for a H+e+trace ion plasma Burgers equivalent to 2nd-order Chapman-Cowling (ok in weakly coupled plasmas) More accurate results woul be obtained with a higher-order approx. but untractable for a multicomponent gas Burgers much more tractable for multicomponent gas
The problem of the collision integrals: -easy in weakly coupled plasmas (pure Coulomb + cutoff at λ D : analytic) -shielded potential better but also only valid in weakly-coupled plasmas -extrapolate to a modified Debye-Hückel ⇒ seems to give good results, but no physical argument -recent quantum calculations available Careful with the underlying assumptions in the numerous approximations and fits
